
Performance monitoring 
and benchmarking for NHS leaders
Connecting hundreds of public data sources in one  
intuitive dashboard, optimised for fast paced environments



Designed by healthcare performance  
specialists, optimised for NHS leaders

Public View is an analytics service that connects hundreds  
of public data sources and presents them in an intuitive  
dashboard for fast paced environments, such as board  
meetings and performance review meetings.

Blending healthcare expertise, cutting edge technology,  
and creative design to deliver simple, accurate and fast  
insights. Public View enables NHS leaders to focus on  
where to improve services to patients and is equipped  
with full benchmarking capabilities.

All the features you need to 
monitor and improve performance

 Live display of performance 

        Against NHS standards and public metrics

 Optimised for all devices
 PC, tablet, phone and offline working app

 Charts for all metrics
       Ranking, trend, change, delta and SPC

 Pre-built peer groups
        CQC, ICS members and Oversight Framework

 HCPs metric
    Aggregate performance and CQC prediction

 Easy self-registration
 Password management for unlimited users

 Select from hundreds of KPIs
 Create your own scorecards

 Add your own local data
  Upload via Excel or API

 

 Full implementation support
 Getting started workshop, videos and FAQ

The benefits

  Use as/support board Integrated  
 Performance Report

  Enable engagement across the  
 organisation with unlimited users

  Integrate benchmarking into  
 your local dashboards using  
 the database service

 Data quality audit to ensure  
 board reporting accuracy

  View the full performance of any  
 NHS provider or system

  Compare performance against  
 multiple customisable peer  
 groups simultaneously

  Benchmarking and SPC tools
 for quality improvement 

  Set custom peer-based targets  
 and toggle between instantly

  Track back to 2008 historic  
 performance dashboards

  Compare sub-indicator and  
 speciality performance in 
 custom scorecards



HUTH immediately liked   
the intuitive interface   
and unique dashboard
Today Public View powers their integrated performance report (IPR) 

Public View helps reveal important comparative measures to provide a clear picture of  
the Trust’s performance to others in the ICS and more broadly across the country.

  

      

 

 

“ For some software you’re always wondering if it’s really adding value to your  
     organisation. That’s never been the case for us with Public View.  We have  
     other bench-marking tools but you need to be a data analyst to use.  

     
That’s not Public View, the tool is very intuitive for people to pick up     ”

  John Taylor, Senior Information Manager

 

Scan for more information about  
Public View features and case studies
Scan for more information about  
EasySPC features and case studies

“ A real strength is its ease of use,  
    it is 10 times easier than anything  
    else. On likelihood to recommend  

   
 it’s a 10/10 – and I never say 10!

 
“

     
Alex Whitefield,  

     Chief Executive 

“ There’s no solution in the market  
    like it, by pulling together a solution 
    that leverages publicly available  

   
 data it becomes an irrefutable truth“

      
Simon Evans,  

      Chief Operating Officer



Introducing the Public View Report Pack

The most efficient way to create NHS performance reports 

Designed to streamline the reporting process, Public View Report Pack provides senior healthcare managers 
with an efficient and effective way to visualise, share, and communicate performance data.

With the ability to automatically generate comprehensive and visually appealing reports, this tool will  
save you time and reduce the burden of regular, manual report creation, so managers can focus on acting  
on the insights.

Report Pack provides a consistent and standardised format for performance reporting, enabling easier  
comparison of data across departments, services, and committees. Reports can be updated and refreshed 
with the latest data at any time, in minutes, as often as you need. Report Pack is only available to users  
of Public View software. 

All the features you need  
to create your reports, fast

Utilise prebuilt NHS styles
Or customise design your own reports

Unlimited reports
Board packs to committee reports

Combine unlimited indicators
Plus scorecards into one presentation

Compare against peers
Analyse metrics relevant to you

Automatic export 

Share existing chart commentary

Preview reports
See your reports before downloading

Edit layouts
Add comments and edit as you go

Share with others
View and edit reports with teams

Update re-run reports 
At anytime, within minutes

A Microsoft preferred solution

BCN is a Microsoft Solutions Partner, which means 
we have demonstrated technical capabilities,  
experience, and the ability to deliver customer  
outcomes aligned to the Microsoft Cloud.

Microsoft AppSource is a premier destination  
to market and distribute applications so we are 
proud of our Preferred Solution status.  
You can view the Public View product listing  
on AppSource now for a full breakdown of  
solutions features and benefits.

Scan for details  



” Public View provides us with context, by putting our  
 performance in relation to others. It’s great for spreading  
 best practice – if one team is doing good things we can  
 connect them to those that are struggling. 

 If we see a different hospital in our region doing better  

 
than us, we can try to connect with them and learn ” 

 Alex Whitfield,  
 Chief Executive of Hampshire Hospitals NHS Trust

For more information about Public View and how  
it can benefit your organisation contact us today

              0345 095 7000  |  info@bcn.co.uk  |  www.bcn.co.uk


